
How secure are store accounts?
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Most online shopping happens 
through store accounts

Customers are worried about account takeover 
(ATO) attacks – and they should be

Customers will stop buying from merchants 
if their accounts are compromised

Customers frequently reuse passwords - 
even as merchants try to discourage it

Most merchants are taking action to protect accounts - 
but often at the cost of customer friction
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The survey was conducted by Propeller Insights on behalf of Riskified, with multiple response questions addressed to a sample of 4,007 US, UK, French 
and German consumers who shop online and 425 e-Commerce professionals. These professionals hold one of the following positions: CISO, Head of 
Security, Head of IT, Loyalty Fraud Manager, Head of Payments, Finance Manager, CFO, Revenue Assurance, Profit Protection, Head of eCommerce, Head 
of Digital, Head of Omnichannel, Head of Fraud, Fraud Manager.
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What share of your online purchases are  
with businesses where you have an account?

How concerned are you about having one of 
your store accounts compromised?

Which would you likely do if your store 
account was compromised?

Which are password requirements for customers 
opening accounts at your store?

Are you taking any measures 
to protect customers’ online 
accounts from ATO attacks?

What share of purchases at your store are 
made through store accounts?

What share of accounts at your online store 
were compromised over the past 12 months?

How would having your online 
account compromised change 
how you shop with that store?

Do you use the same 
password for two or more 
store accounts?

What measures are you taking to protect 
customers' store accounts?
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My organization does not 
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ATO rate
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Complain 
to business 
and ask for 
compensation

Tell friends 
not to shop 
at this store 
because it’s 
not secure        

Shop 
elsewhere 
next time 

Post on 
social media 
about my 
negative 
experience

Delete my 
account with 
this business        

None  
of these

Definitely wouldn't 
shop at that online 

store again

Probably wouldn't 
shop at that online 

store again

Would shop at that 
online store as usual

Yes

No

Passwords must contain 
over 8 characters

Passwords must contain 
mix of character types

Passwords must be 
updated periodically

Can't use dictionary 
words in passwords

None of these

Yes No Notifications of 
suspicious activity

Two-factor 
authentication

Offline login 
review

Bot 
detection

https://www.riskified.com/

